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ABSTRACT

Objective: to evaluate the clinical usefulness of single-brush cytology performed at ERCP as initial method for detecting pancreaticobiliary malignancy, ensuring a very close relationship between endoscopists, cytotechnicians, and cytopathologists.

Study design: all 125 cytodiagnoses considered in this study correspond to the first brushing for each patient, collected by one of the three members of a fixed team of endoscopists in the presence of the same cytotechnician. Smears were fixed immediately with Merckofix® spray, stained with Papanicolau, and analyzed by the same cytopathologist in a laboratory exclusively devoted to gastrointestinal cytopathology located at the endoscopy unit.

Results: of the 125 cytological diagnoses, 94 were considered benign, 4 suspicious, and 27 malignant. These findings were compared to the final diagnosis of 45 malignant and 80 benign lesions obtained either by surgical pathology or after at least one year of clinical follow-up. The comparison yielded 30 true positives, 78 true negatives, 1 false positive and 16 false negative results, which correspond to a sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and accuracy of 65.2, 98.7, 96.8, 83, and 86.4%, respectively.

Conclusion: results seem to confirm the usefulness of an effective team approach to ERCP-directed brush cytology for the diagnosis of pancreaticobiliary malignancy. However, sensitivity continues to be rather low.
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INTRODUCTION

Brush cytology is the most commonly used method when pathologic confirmation of pancreaticobiliary malignancy is required during endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) (1-6). Intraductal
biopsy, the only technique that can provide a true tissue sample, requires technical finesse and usually a large sphincterotomy for access, which precludes its routine application (7). In comparison, the ERCP-directed brush sampling can be performed without technical difficulties, almost without complications (2), and is relatively inexpensive.

However, although highly specific, ERCP-directed brush cytology is not very sensitive, due to a high rate of false-negative diagnoses (3,4,8-18). Several ways have been proposed to overcome this limitation, such as: the use of a different procedure to prepare the brush samples (8); making more malignant cells available for cytopathologic evaluation by increasing the brushing cellular yielding (2,4,19,20); combining brush cytology with some others techniques (2,6,7,21-26). While the first two approaches are mostly ineffective, multimodal sampling can improve the sensitivity, although the simplicity that characterizes the ERCP-directed brush cytology is somehow lost.

Our Department of Gastroenterology benefits from having a dedicated laboratory of cytopathology situated at the Endoscopy Unit, which allows for a very close relationship between endoscopists, cytotecnicien and cytopathologist, with well defined routine procedures.

The aim of this study was to find out if the sensitivity of ERCP single brushing cytology, as the quickest and least expensive first pathological diagnostic of pancreaticobiliary malignancy, can be improved by a team approach to the acquisition and interpretation of the material. The effectiveness of a team approach has been reported in other areas of brush cytology but not, as far as we know, in ERCP-direct brush cytology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient population

One-hundred fifty one consecutive patients with suspected lesions of the pancreaticobiliary system, including the ampulla of Vater, were submitted to ERCP-directed brush cytology, between January 2000 and June 2006. A single-brush specimen was collected from each patient. When a patient was submitted to more than one ERCP examination, only the cytological diagnosis of the first brushing specimen was considered in this assessment.

Our evaluation refers to 125 patients, since 23 patients had not adequate clinical or pathological follow up, and in 3 (1.9%) cases the brushing smears had no cellularity.

Of the 125 studied patients with complete assessment, 61 were female, with ages ranged from 31 to 89 yr (mean 69 yr), and 64 were males with ages from 36 to 87 yr (mean 68.8 yr).

Sample collection and preparation for routine cytology

For each patient, two or three smears were prepared from the brushing specimen, depending on the evaluation of the amount of collected material by the cytotecnicien, who was always present at the endoscopy room. The smears were immediately fixed with Merckofix* spray and stained with Papanicolau.

Cytological interpretation of smears

The cytological diagnosis reflects the cytopathologist experience in properly weighting the relative importance of the more relevant cytomorphic features, since not all of them are present in all cases at the same time. The following main criteria for malignancy were considered:

— Increased nuclear/cytoplasm ratio.
— Chromatin clumping.
— Nuclear polymorphism in size and shape.
— Prominent nucleoli.
— Vacuolated or basophilic cytoplasm.
— Overlapping nuclei.
— Nuclear moulding.
— Nuclear membrane irregularity.
— Multiple nucleoli.
— Nuclear polarity.
— Nucleos em palissada.
— Necrosis.

In our experience, in most cases, cholangiocarcinoma shows morphological features of a non-specific adenocarcinoma, as it is illustrated in figure 1. Nevertheless we found out that there are major features suggestive of cholangiocarcinoma, namely: nuclear moulding, chromatin clumping, nuclear membrane irregularity, increased nuclear/cytoplasm ratio. One should notice that two of these features are considered as minor ones by other authors (27) in their re-classification of “atypical” diagnoses.

Fig. 1. True positive –cholangiocarcinoma showing morphological features of a non-specific adenocarcinoma (Papanicolaou stain, x 400).
As far as pancreatic carcinoma is concerned, the major features are nuclear polarity, prominent nucleoli, chromatin clumping and tridimensional groups with overlapping nuclei.

RESULTS

Of the 125 cytological diagnoses, 94 were recorded as benign, 4 as suspicious for malignancy and 27 as malignant. These findings were compared with the final diagnosis established either by surgical pathology or by at least one year of clinical follow up. In the final diagnosis, 46 were malignant (13 pancreatic carcinomas, 12 cholangiocarcinomas, 15 ampullary carcinomas, 5 gallbladder carcinomas, one invasive colon carcinoma) and 79 were benign. In the analysis of ERCP cytology accuracy, positive for carcinoma and suspicious brushings were combined in a single category (6). Thus, 3 of the 4 cases that were reported as suspicious and turned out to be malignant were considered as true positives; the other one, which turned out to be benign, was considered as a false positive.

Comparing the cytological diagnosis with the final one, we found 30 true positives, 78 true negatives, 1 false positive and 16 false negative (Table I). Examples of a true positive and a false negative are shown in figures 1 and 2 respectively.
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The sensibility, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (PNV) and accuracy of the method are shown in table II.

In a more detailed analysis the cytology confirmed 7 out of 13 pancreatic carcinomas, 8 of the 12 cholangiocarcinomas, 13 of 15 ampullomas, 2 of the 5 gallbladder carcinoma, but failed to recognize as malignant one invasive tumour.
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DISCUSSION

The examination of cytological specimens obtained by brushing at ERCP has become an established initial diagnostic method for pancreaticobiliary malignancy. However, notwithstanding its very high specificity (usually greater than 95%), its reported sensibility is generally low (7), ranging from 18 to 60% according to a recent review of 10 published selected series (4,9-18).

We have correlated the cytological evaluations of brush samples obtained from 151 consecutive patients with surgery or clinical outcomes. The assessment refers to 125 of the 151 examined patients, since 23 patients had not adequate clinical or pathological follow up and in 3 cases the brush samples contained no cellular material. These results are in line with other reported series (17). Moreover, the 3 samples without cellularity corresponded to benign lesions, which is a further justification for its exclusion from the assessment.

Our results for specificity and predictive positive value compare well with the ones referred in the selected series (4,9-18), but the results for sensibility, predictive negative value and accuracy were higher. This seems to show that having a coherent group, performing well trained routines for the acquisition, preparation and analysis of the cytological material, can improve the sensibility of the method.

However, one should notice that not all results are directly comparable, since some of them refer only to a specific pathology. Moreover, as J. G. Lee (7) rightly pointed out, the ERCP-directed brush cytology can be assessed differently from either the clinical or the brushing-technique point of view. Indeed, the cytopathologist only evaluates the specimens that are submitted to cytomorphological examination, ignoring in most cases the patients with failed access, failed brushings or lost specimens.

In our practice, it is impossible to lose specimens, since the laboratory for cytopathology is situated at the endoscopy unit. On the other hand, the 3 cases without
cellularity (failed brushings) turned out to correspond to benign lesions and were excluded because they could not be considered as false negatives nor as false positives. Finally, as far as the failed access is concerned, we have classified as false negatives 11 cases whose specimens were not representative of the lesion, which means that the brush didn’t reach the malignant site. This seems to be an unavoidable limitation of the brushing technique performed during ERCP, although we think that it could be minimized using a guided-wire brush in a regular way.

The sensitivity of 65.2% was due to the 16 false-negative cytological reports. These resulted from 11 cases where the cellular material was not representative of the lesion and 5 which were wrongly classified as reactive/inflammatory processes. Indeed, we didn’t consider as relevant the presence of some features like nuclei moulding, coarse chromatin, increased nuclear/cytoplasm ratio and membrane irregularity, in the complete absence of other features that like enlarged nucleoli and nuclear polymorphism (Fig. 2).

The single false-positive of this study was reported as suspicious due to the presence of a group of cells with increased nuclear/cytoplasm ratio and overlapping nuclei, in a sample with poor cellularity.

In conclusion, the ERCP-brush cytology is a simple, relatively inexpensive and useful initial method for detecting pancreaticobiliary malignancy, but its sensitivity is still rather low due to false-negative diagnosis. However, if the brushing would be done sliding the brushing device over a previously insert guide wire, results could be improved.

In our experience, a group of endoscopists with well established practices, working in close connection with a dedicated laboratory of cytopathology, can achieve sensitivities of 65.2%, for the diagnosis of pancreaticobiliary malignancy, at ERCP.
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